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Fighting greenhouse gases means switching out fuel-burning furnaces, water heaters and stoves for models running on clean electricity. Coloradans will have to adapt.

senate votes to restore regulations on climate-warming methane emissions
Methane is the main ingredient in natural gas. When released before it burns for small businesses and low production wells," says Lee Fuller, executive vice president
of Independent Petroleum

the “building electrification” movement is coming for your colorado home. here’s what you need to know before giving up gas.
Along the way, Algonquin turned a few ageing drug stores into Pharmx Rexall Drug Stores Ltd., sold to Katz group in 1997 Advantage has all the risks natural gas
producers in the Montney

senate votes to restore regulations on climate-warming methane emissions
which is managed by the Energy & Environmental Research Center and includes premier natural gas pipeline transporters Energy Transfer and TC Energy, among
others. OSK is transitioning to and

advantage oil & gas has a net zero advantage
You might be wondering what exactly happened and how we go to the point that states are declaring emergencies and people are waiting in fuel lines like it's the
1970s. Let's find out.

orbital sidekick secures $16 million series a to commercialize hyperspectral satellite monitoring solutions for energy and defense sectors
“What this does is it exports New Mexican jobs and it causes us to import foreign oil,” Lee Livingston with Mack production and 31% of onshore natural gas production,
is projected to

so how exactly did a bunch of hackers end up bringing back gas lines and fuel shortages?
CHESTER — Two executives with Chester County Natural Gas Authority used the agency they Another invoice showed the agency paying $1,275 to Robert W. Lee, a
Chester grading company, on

biden’s executive order on oil and gas drilling threatens ‘lifeblood’ of new mexico economy
Methane is the main ingredient in natural gas. When released before it burns for small businesses and low production wells,” says Lee Fuller, executive vice president
of the Independent

chester gas authority bought tons of dirt for agency execs, raising fresh spending questions
Along the way, Algonquin turned a few ageing drug stores into Pharmx Rexall Drug Stores Ltd., sold to Katz group in 1997 CAD$2.50 per Gigajoule for natural gas. My
CAD$50 per Boe average

senate votes to restore regulations on climate-warming methane emissions
By 2018, the city of Berkeley reduced 26% of greenhouse gas emissions and signed a natural gas ban in 2019 towards sustainability.” Jasmine Lee is a business and
economy reporter.

whitecap offers sustained dividends and potential gains
Amarillo Habitat for Humanity is partnering with Atmos Energy to deliver natural gas to six new homes in the new Lee Green’s addition of El Barrio neighborhood.

keeping berkeley healthy: businesses speak on importance of sustainability initiatives
Mr. Barrasso noted that he had written legislation designed to reduce methane emissions by requiring additional permitting of natural gas pipelines said Lee Fuller,
executive vice president

atmos energy partnership to deliver natural gas, appliances to habitat for humanity homes
"People will be comfortable, costs will be in line with or saving money compared to natural gas-powered appliances. "The technologies have been consistently
improving over the years," Katz

senate reinstates obama-era controls on climate-warming methane
Business fundamentals returning to pre-pandemic levels; important ESG and global market access milestones achieved

colorado climate advocates push lawmakers to prioritize all-elect
Latham-advised EQT Corp. will pick up the upstream and midstream assets of private equity-backed shale oil and gas exploration company Alta Resources Development
LLC, counseled by Kirkland & Ellis, in

pembina pipeline corporation reports results for the first quarter 2021 and provides business update
--(BUSINESS WIRE)--BJ’s Wholesale Club (NYSE: BJ) announced that Lee Delaney, the Company’s President and Chief Executive Officer, passed away unexpectedly
yesterday due to presumed natural cause

latham, kirkland craft nearly $3b oil and gas assets deal
Ransom-seeking hackers have broken into Colonial Pipeline, prompting the company to shut one of America's major arteries for fuel delivery. Here is a look at what we
know, and what we don't, about one

bj’s wholesale club announces the unexpected passing of president and ceo lee delaney
The French energy firm Total announced Monday that it has halted all operations on its $20 billion investment in a liquified natural gas project in northern
Mozambique as a

knowns and unknowns about the hack at colonial pipeline
Questions about whether TSA is rightly positioned to oversee cybersecurity for natural gas and oil pipelines are resurfacing in the wake of the ransomware attack on
Colonial Pipeline.

france’s total halts its gas project in northern mozambique
If the 31M small businesses in the US offset the same amount of carbon as Sheep per sweater, 9.9M metric tons of CO2 could be taken from the atmosphere.

tsa's role in pipeline security looks like a weak link to some in government and industry
In Brooklyn, construction is underway for a 7-mile pipeline meant to reinforce the city’s natural gas system in Black and brown communities.” Lee Ziesche, an
organizer with Sane Energy

the 3-part plan luxury brand sheep uses to reduce waste and carbon emissions — and get customers to 'adopt' a sheep with every purchase
The Harford County Sheriff’s Office is conducting an administrative investigation after a deputy arrested and pointed his stun gun at a New York man filming a traffic
stop in Joppa last week.

national grid is building a natural gas pipeline through north brooklyn. but do we need it?
Lee Hoffman, a lawyer who has represented other natural gas plant proposals in the region, said new, more efficient gas-fired plants could be worth the investment.
“The problem is, we still have

a new york man started filming a traffic stop in harford county. he was charged with obstructing and hindering.
Lava–seawater interaction plumes have contrasting volatile metal compositions to associated magmatic plumes emitted at volcanic vents, including elevated
concentrations of chloride-complexing metals,

as new england wind power grows, local activists try to halt natural gas projects
As such, numerous edge cases exist where a human still needs to be involved,” Phantom Auto Chief Business Officer and Co-founder Elliot Katz tells IndustryWeek The
“faster horses” offered by cheap

volatile metal emissions from volcanic degassing and lava–seawater interactions at kīlauea volcano, hawai’i
Our ATCO/Suncor decision to collaborate on this potential project follows welcome messages of support from both the Government of Canada and the
suncor and atco partner on a potential world-scale clean hydrogen project in alberta
That would increase the overhead of factories, office parks, school districts and for any company using natural gas, heating oil for governor, Rep. Lee Zeldin, R-Long
Island, noting the

digitally transforming forklifts
An enclave of families, hippies and Washington’s do-gooders who cleanse their souls of government work at hot yoga and nourish their morality at the natural said
Dorothy Lee, 64, who has

priming the pump: dems push fuel tax, gop points to gas prices
I STOPPED BY THE AMERICAN DRIVE IN TO SPEAK WITH OWNER KATRINA ASHER, A HIGHSCHOOL CLASSMATE OF MINARI DIRECTOR LEE ISSAC CHUNG IT
AT HARPS AND AT THE GAS STATIONS." AS FOR HOW MINARI

why are the liberals of takoma park suing to protect a piece of asphalt?
Singer-songwriter Lloyd Price, an early rock ’n roll star and enduring maverick whose hits included such up-tempo favorites as “Lawdy Miss Clawdy,” “Personality” and
the semi-forbidden “Stagger

minari wins a single oscar
YMCA of Northern Alberta has launched the first ever YMCA 50/50, with proceeds supporting a range of health, fitness, recreational and social programs in a
community near you. From May 1 st - May 30

lloyd price, singer and early rock influence, dies at 88
Clean Energy Fuels is a natural gas marketer and retailer operating in of worry to prevent a further 7% decline, Fundstrat's Tom Lee says » READ NOW: The former
chairman of Valentino just

albertans can win big and make a difference with ymca of northern alberta's first 50/50
Mike Lee (R-Utah) and Amy Klobuchar (D-Minn "This legislation risks serious unintended consequences for the U.S. natural gas and oil industry and its continued
success in eroding OPEC's

what's happening with clne stock and lazr stock today?
Only now are we beginning to realize the magnitude of this disruption, especially in the semiconductor industry. Throughout the pandemic, consumers shifted their
spending from services to goods like

committee approves bill to wield 'big stick' against opec
It may sound heavy, but restraint wins the day, and the tropical exuberance of this drink is just the warmth we need to get through Boston’s seemingly endless winters.
Step up to the menu at this tiny

these semiconductor stocks are worth buying and holding
The Biden administration intends to focus more on capturing the carbon emissions of natural gas plants and industrial manufacturing facilities than from coal-fired
power, a top Energy Department

where to eat and drink in boston: a local's guide
gasoline and natural gas) has made these extreme weather events more likely to occur. While the statistics may be daunting, climate activists argue that not all hope is
lost — and there are

biden administration looking to capture carbon from gas and manufacturing
Amidst some uncertainties and challenges, Lee Engineering has witnessed phenomenal growth over the years, demonstrating to other local players how they should
conduct oil and gas businesses.

12 best books on climate change, shared by climate activists
People in parts of the Iona community of Lee County say a smell in public is He says the horrible smell is hydrogen sulfide, a gas that is produced when organic matter
breaks down.

local content policy as accelerator of nigeria’s oil and gas sector
BP's profit soared in the first quarter to $2.6 billion thanks to stronger oil prices and bumper revenue from natural gas trading as the the third quarter. Ciara Lee
reports Like us on

water experts says smell in iona is likely gas produced by decaying sea life
We could release minerals that react with CO2or capture the gas directly from the air to perform other kinds of mitigation," says Hanna Lee, researcher at the Bjerknes
Center for Climate

bp profit soars on strong oil, gas trading
With its ill-equipped natural gas systems clocked by “We did not have any reliability issues on the delivery of gas here in Minnesota,” Amber Lee, the company’s
Minnesota director
minnesota gasps at the financial damage it faces from the texas freeze
Methane is the main ingredient in natural gas. When released before it burns for small businesses and low production wells," says Lee Fuller, executive vice president
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